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The deuteron form factor is calculated in a one-pion-exchange (OPK) approximation using single-variable
unsubtracted dispersion relations in the squared-momentum-transfer variable. As a erst step, the imaginary
parts of the form factors are presented in terms of the four invariants of the deuteron-nucleon (d fir ) ve—rtex.
The resulting equations are compared in detail with similar expressions obtained from the Jankus potential
theory, and a clear understanding of the precise way in which the d-X invariants play the role of the deuteron
wave function emerges, enabling us to obtain relativistic wave functions. This comparison also shows the
presence of new relativistic terms not included in the Jankus results (in particular, a new term appears in the
magnetic moment). Then, the imaginary parts of the d—iV vertex invariants are calculated numerically. In
this calculation the OPE contribution in its anomalous region is calculated exactly, while the contributions
above the normal threshold are obtained by an educated guess based on sum rules which the invariants are
assumed to satisfy. Finally, using these results, the form factors are calculated numerically. With the as-
sumption of unsubtracted dispersion relations, it is necessary to assume only the charge and mass of the
deuteron, and the pion-nucleon coupling constant, in order to completely determine the form factors. The
numerical results for the magnetic and quadrupole moments agree with experiment to within 2%., the j9-
state probability is 5.5% but is not very reliably determined, and the other results, while less good, are still
quite reasonable.

1. INTRODUCTION

'HIS paper presents the numerical results of a rela-
tivistic calculation of the deuteron electromag-

netic form factor using single variable unsubtracted
dispersion relations and coupled unitarity equations.
The philosophy and foundations of such a calculation
have been discussed in an earlier paper' (which we shall
hereafter refer to as I), and the basic equations which
we employ were derived there.

The calculation is based on the three diagrams shown
in Fig. 2. Our central approximation is to assume that
the imaginary parts of the deuteron form factors are
dominated by the discontinuities calculated from these
diagrams in their anomalous regions (region between
the anomalous and normal thresholds). Then, to allow
for the effect of higher thresholds approximately we

employ certain sum rules LEqs. (3.28) and (3.29)$ which
can be derived on the assumption that the deuteron
form factors satisfy unsubtracted dispersion relations,
and which are suggested by a comparison with potential
theory. In addition, we assume that the pion-nucleon
coupling constant is given by

g'/4n = 14.

When all of these ideas are put together, we are left with
only one free parameter, which is adjusted to yield the
correct deuteron charge. The D-state probability, mag-
netic moment, quadrupole moment, and momentum
transfer dependence of the three form factors are thereby
completely determined. The numerical results are in

*Parts of this paper are based on a thesis submitted to Princeton
University in partial fulhllment of the requirements for the Ph.D.
degree. Research supported in part by the U. S. Once of Naval
Research.

' F. Gross, Phys. Rev. 154, B405 (1964) (hereafter referred to
as I). This reference contains some other relevant references. For
errata in I see Appendix E of this paper.

reasonable agreement with experiment. We conclude
that if one is careful the calculation contains uncer-
tainties of not more than 5'%%uo at low momentum transfer,
and the agreement with experiment is well within these
uncertainties. Furthermore, it seems that even if one is
relatively crude the diagrams in Fig. 2 yield results
within 10 or 15'Po of the experimental values. These
remarks are explained in greater detail in Sec. 5, and
the specific numerical results are given in Tables III
and IV.

It has become customary to assume that dispersion
theory calculations meet with little numerical success.
Our experience suggests that for certain problems (i.e.,
those dominated by anomalous thresholds) one need not
be so pessimistic. While the results are still a long way
from the 1% accuracy that one dreams of, there seems
to be reason to entertain a feeble hope that additional
work may place one close to this goal. The next job to
undertake is an estimate of the explicit three-pion con-
tribution, ' and to calculate the deuteron-nucleon vertex
more carefully. In addition one needs to understand
more about some of the other contributions discussed
in I. Many of these can be explicitly calculated; it may
be possible to prove that many are small at low mo-
mentum transfer.

The partial success of dispersion theory in this calcu-
lation is perhaps not surprising. First, it should be borne
in mind that the objective is not actually to calculate
the deuteron form factor completely, but only to express
it in terms of the isoscalar nucleon form factor, a
simpler job. In addition, the loosely bound structure of
the deuteron means that much of its structure is largely
kinematic or due to one- or two-particle exchange and
hence is amenable to direct attack.

In spite of this limited success the theory is not yet

s B. M. Casper (private communication).
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DEUTERON ELECTROMAGNETI C FORM FACTOR. I I

strong enough to make very meaningful estimates of the
neutron form factor from the experimental data. The
reason for this is simple enough; in order to extract any-
thing from the experimental data a very accurate theory
is needed.

Let us review this point brieQy. One recalls that the
relativistic differential cross section for elastic electron-
deuteron scattering is'

FIG. 1. The deuteron-photon vertex, or
the deuteron form factor in (a) the scat-
tering channel (s(0) and (b) the an-
nihilation channel (s)4M').

lo 4'
d~ N. s,

$2

G '()+ G '()
18M'

s s
1+2 1— tan'(0/2) Gsr'(s), (1.2)

6M' 4'
where s= q' is the square of the four-momentum transfer;
M is the deuteron mass; and G~, G@, and G~ are the
charge, quadrupole moment, and magnetic-moment
form factors of the deuteron. The differential scattering
cross section for point particles is (in the laboratory
system):

do ( e' y' cos'(()/2)

dO N s. (2Esl sin4(g/2)

we have no knowledge of its size. For these reasons we
shall refrain from presenting our own calculations of the
neutron charge form factor at this time.

The form factors that we discuss in this paper, Gg,
G~, and G@ are defined in terms of three other form
factors, G», G~, and G3. The deuteron scattering form
factor is

G"(s)= (2D'2D")'"(D'~ g&~ D)

X (13)
L1+(2Fs/M) sin'(0/2) j

where Eo is the energy of the incoming electron, 0 the
laboratory scattering angle of the electron.

Experimentally, one measures the ratio

Ge'(s)+ (s'/18M4) Gq'(s)
r2=

F '(s)

which is compared with a theoretical ratio

r = L1+F „(s)/F„(s))Dc(s)+R(s), (1.5)

where F„and F„are the neutron and proton form factors
and R is a "nonadditive" correction which one is not in
the habit of including but which can be expected to be,
say, of the order of 5',7& of Dq. If, in addition, D~ is not
to be better than 5% (as is the case in this paper but
probably not the case with a good potential theory —see
Sec. 5), and r is known to only 2% experimentally, then
we have

1+F„(s)/F~(s)—(r/Dc(s))(1+0.02&0.10), (1.6)

where the second error is the combined theoretical error.
However, knowledge of 1+F /F~ to only 12% cannot
be expected to yield much information about F, when,
for small s, F =0.1F„.At larger Inomentum transfer,
where F =F„we are no better oR, because then the
contribution R is more important and at the moment

'M. Gourdin, Nuovo Cimento 28, 533 (1963). Note however
that the form factor D~~ presented in this reference diGers from
that presented in Refs. 5 and 6 and in this paper LKq. (2.8)g.

where $ and $' are polarization vectors for the incoming
and outgoing deuterons of momenta D and D', respec-
tively, (see Fig. 1)

$' D'=0 c"=—1

$ D=O P= —1

and d&=—D'&+D&, q"=D'& D&. The form fac—tors Gc,
G~~, and G@ are de6ned as:

Gc(s) =Gi(s) —(s/6M') Gq(s),

Gsr(s) =Gs(s), (1.8a)

Gq(s) =Gi(s) —Gs(s)+ (1—s/4M')Gs(s) .

These form-factor combinations are introduced because
they can be shown' 4 to reduce in their nonrelativistic
limits to the nonrelativistic form factors conventionally
used and first introduced by Jankus. ' ' Their names
derive from this fact, and their static values correspond
to the charge, magnetic moment, and quadrupole
moment of the deuteron. More specifically, we have' 4

Gc(0) =1,
Gsr(0) = 2Mpg ——1i, (1.8b)

Gq(0) =M'Qg ——Q,
4 F. Gross, Ph.n. thesis, Princeton University, 1963

(unpublished).' V. Z. Jankus, Phys. Rev. 102, 1586 (1956).
'N. K. Glendenning and G. Kramer, Phys. Rev. 126, 2159

(1962).
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where zzd and Qe are the deuteron magnetic and quad-
rupole moments, and zz and Q are these moments in
units of e/2' and e/M2, respectively.

For calculational purposes it is more convenient to
work with the annihilation form factor which can be
obtained from the crossed reaction shown in Fig. 1(b).
To obtain this we let D' ~ D, —$'* —+ zl* and. change
the sign of the over-all amplitude. Hence, we obtain:

G&(s) = (2D 2D') ' '(0
Ij"

I
DD)

=e{G (s)(2l* p)d" G2(s)—[p(rl* q) 2l"*(j—q) j
—G ( )L(n'q)(k q)/2~'jd") (19)

where d=D Dand—now q=D+D. The form factors
describe the annihilation channel when s)4M' and the
scattering channel when s&0.

In Sec. 2 we review the Jankus' nonrelativistic results
for the deuteron form factor, and cast these into a form
which facilitates comparison with the relativistic theory.
This comparison is extremely instructive, and provides
motivation for the use of the sum rules we shall intro-
duce, but is in no way essential to the calculation. Then,
in Sec. 3 we present the results of the calculation of the
form factors based on the diagrams shown in Fig. 2. We
express these results in terms of the four invariant func-
tions of the deuteron-nucleon (d—S) vertex, first calcu-
lated by Blankenbecler and Cook. ~ It is observed that
when one writes the equations in terms of certain com-
binations of these d-X vertex functions, the results
have a very similar structure to those of Sec. 2. This
enables one to interpret the various terms present and
to observe in detail how the d-S vertex functions play
the role of the deuteron wave function. We then discuss
in some detail the relationship between a potential
theory and a relativistic theory, including the unique-.

ness of our identification of combinations of d—E vertex
invariants with the deuteron wave function. Because of
the importance of the d—Ã vertex, Sec. 4 is devoted to
a calculation of it in the one-pion-exchange approxima-
tion. At this time we also impose certain sum-rule con-
ditions on the vertex functions. Finally in Sec. 5 we
present detailed results of numerical calculations, and
summarize our conclusions. The reader who is not
interested in the details of the calculation may still find
some useful remarks in Sec. 5.

We have included five appendixes. Appendix A con-
tains a summary of conventions. Appendixes B and D
contain detailed results of the calculations of the form
factors and the d—E vertex functions, respectively,
while Appendix C contains mathematical material to
establish a uniqueness argument developed in Sec. 3
and discussed in Sec. 5. Appendix E contains a list of
errata in I.

2. POTENTIAL THEORY

In this section we will cast the Jankus potential
theory into a form which will be suitable for a detailed
comparison with the results of dispersion theory ob-
tained in the next sections.

The potential-theory results are well known. We can
write the deuteron wave 'function in terms of nucleon
Pauli spinors:

Ce(r) =X„tgg(r)X„ (2.1)

where X„and X.„are micleon spinors. The matrix fd(r) is

1 zi r) 1 ze(r)
ir A

——
%2 r

(
l4(r) =

(42r)'" r

3(ir r)(r () ) zo2
X

r2 i vZ

where e are the Pauli spin matrixes and 6 is the deuteron
polarization vector

P~i=(~1/VZ, z/Ka—, o),
t2 = (0,0,1) .

(2 3)

The 5- and D-state radial wave functions are u and m,
respectively. The constants have been chosen so that

Ieg(r) I'd'r= trace{Pgt(r)Pg(r) }d'r

I
I'(r)+re'-(r))dr. (2 4)

and becomes

G".(q) = &C'e 'li"
I C") (2.6)

G'e(q) =e{(C &)Ge(q')

+L(C «)(K q) —2«'(K C)lGo(q')/2~')

G'e(q) = LP(C.«) —8'(6 q) jG~(q')
4m

The deuteron form factors can be expressed in terms
of the radial functions u and z. Introducing the proton
and neutron charge and magnetic form factors' Fe&(q'),
Fzr"(q'), Fc"(q'), Fsr "(q'), the first-order current
density is commonly written (in the Breit frame) as

e{P&y(«2)eiq rl2+P n(q2)e —iq'r/2)

gk —''

ez/ztZ{ pep(q2)esz r/2~& pen(«2)e i2 rl2~I }-
, pez/22rz{p~z(q )(ir zz q)"ei2 rl2

+p n(«2)(& 22 q)ke
—i2 r/2)

j3 0

Here nz is the nucleon mass. The form factor is then

' R. Slankenbecler and L. F. Cook, Jr. , Phy's. Rev. 119, 1745
(&960).

'The' quantities F(q') are assumed to be-the nonrelativistie
counterparts of F(s) introduced in Eq. (3.3).
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where

(2 8)

l. , : ~

t/gr()=.() L+
0

t6&2&' " '
q t/q ~o(q') = (q')- nw —

/j2/
—:/dr:;

Gii q') =~c(q')D/Ic(q')+&2/(q')D~ (q ),
3 " qr) qr~-

D (q')=- w' j, —~+g d,M 2 l

the choice o g&the f as the D state weig t
fuDction is rn.ore 3;pp p

'
. aro riate than. o a

T btain this, it is necessary only to ma e use o
following identity valid for integ

f /Ir)'+"'"js.
l

—lp(o) p(o')
&2i

qr
(I'—-'w') jp —dr

2
w' (gr

+~2 I Nw+ —jsl —«;

D2f~(q2) =2 = (—1)" der do.

is- (q'+x) x'"

0' O' Psll, p o' p o'

x'"
X'/'

0

I'~ are spherical Bessel functions and2 p

d
' 't t' b

b
'

h f llowing integral resuparts, we eventually obtain t e o
for the form factors:

~.(q') "
Gc,e(q') = oc(x),

isa' q'+x(2.9a)fi(o)e '"do, —
N(r) =

(2~)'"
1

(-' 12)
dx

c,3E(q2) — g c,M(X)
isa' q +x

3 3
o'gi(o)e '" 1+—

or or
w(r) =

(2~)'"
1

do, (2.9b)

where if
(2.9c)X(o)e '"do,

1/2

dye
2

(2~) i/2

the deuteron binding energy.where o,'=me, and t. is e e
Integration b parts gives

~1/2 ~1/2 (2.13)
2( )1/2

and introducing

0

h ual spherical Bessel functions,here jo and j2 are the usua sp

I'c=I'c"+I'c" I'~=~M'+I" ~
ast these well-known results into a differ-

1 h t'f thepotential is ahis end we recal t a ient form. To this

, h the wave functionssuperposition of Yukaw awells, t en
can be written in the following form:

QO

X(o) =o'gi(o)+3o gi(y)dy, fi(n'/') gi(n'")
f()= „,—, ()=

(2.10)X(o) 3
y~(y)dy.gi(o) =

we have

32
n

'—8x n+ q)+ 16(n'+ n')+~ c x =2 f(n)f(n)+ g(n)g(n) x'—x n

3&2 Sg 24' (q —g)'
A q(x) =3E' p 2/ g r/

— 48f(n)g(n) 3+—+48

—16i i

———+64g(n)g(n) x 4(n+n) —
)
——

256

0' 0 4

(n+ n) (n —n)'
~~'(x)=Z gin g q x—( ) ( ) '—12X(r/+r/)+48(2/2+2/2) 32r/2/ —64

512
8 (g—r/)23%2

f(~)g(n) x+-~ 8n+ 16. —

g(~)g(~) x' x(n+n)+ (~—— —

(2.14)

(2.15)
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xdx
f(x) =

ea' 61 +X

we have

dxf(x) —e'
" dxf(x)

7

ea' tl +X

6, (a')=
Fc(q') " dx

~c.ct(x)
6-' «'+x

61'Fe(a') " dx
b"(x)

16a tl +X
(2.22)

j.
DM ' (tl ) &st ' (X)

16a tl +X
a' " dx

»~' (x),
16a tl +X

In terms of these, the form factors can be written in
another form. Making use of the identity

FyG. 2. The three diagrams
on which this calculation is
based. The double solid lines
represent deuterons or anti-
deuterons, the solid lines are
nucleons or antinucleons and
the dashed lines are pions. The
heavy solid lines represent off
mass shell nucleons or anti-
nucleons of mass u or I re-
spectively. Parts of (b) and
(c) are circled to emphasize
the intimate role of the deu-
teron-nucleon vertex in the
problem. The same key is em-
ployed in Fig. 3.

where now Lrecalling Eq. (2.13)]

~c(x)=2 ff(e) f(v)+g(e) g(n) nn),

3
&c(x)=Z g(e)g(n)&1

128X

&~'(x) =2 sg(e)g(~)ne,

9
&~'(x) =&—g(~)g(n)Ps

512x

Since the deuteron has isotopic spin-zero, only the
isotopic-scalar nucleon form factor can contribute to the
amplitude, and this can be written' in terms of the con-
ventional charge and anomalous magnetic-moment form
factors as

Fo(s) = (4tten 6)' t'(O~j a~rtn)
= eV(n) )F1(S)y& (iFs(—S)/2m)o &"(n+n),5N(rt),

(3.1)

~M (x) =Z(2f(n)f(n)- g(8)g(n)~n}

3v2 9 g(rt)g(rt)
b~ (x)=Z — f(e)g(v)Qs

32x2 256 F1(0)=1,
Fs(0)= —0.12.

3M'v2 24rt 8rt (rt —rt)'
~o(x) =Z f(~)g(n) 3—— + +48

16 x x x'
A more convenient form of this amplitude for calcula-
tional purposes is

(2 23) where o""=si(p"p" p"p") and m is —the mass of the
nucleon. The static limits of these invariants are well
known:

nlrb
'

+-'~' () () l(+ )—(24/5)—
x-

bo(x) =Z — g(n)g(n)Q1.
256''

I,et us turn now to the relativistic case.

3. THE RELATIVISTIC FORM FACTORS

In this section we turn our attention to a calculation
of the relativistic deuteron form factors as determined
from the diagrams shown in Fig. 2. We shall rely on the
results of I, and write down the contributions from the
three diagrams by inspection. First, however, we must
introduce our notation for the nucleon form factor and
d-S vertex.

P3t(s) =P,(s)+Ps(s) . (3.3a)

Finally, we shall ultimately be interested in expressing
our results in terms of the charge and magnetic-moment
form factors. The charge form factor is

Fc(s)=F,(s)+(s/4m')Fs(s)
=Pet (1—s/4m')Fs. (3—.3b)

The deuteron-nucleon vertex for an off-mass-shell
nucleon of momentum p and a mass-shell nucleon of

9 See, for example, S. D. Drell and F. Zachariasen, Electromag-
Netic Strgctlre of NsIcleotts (Oxford University Press, New York,
1961).

F&(s)= e8(n) $Fsr(s)y& (Fs(s)/2m)P—"fu(N), (3.2)

where P=e—n. The invariant F~, the magnetic-
moment form factor, is
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momentum N (see Fig. 3) can be written in the form: v( —N) as u(N). Hence,

I'(u, pN) = (4D'N')'"u(p) (N
~ fy ) D)

= —u(P) I' (u,PN) 8u( V)t,
I' (u,pN) =F'(u)y +(G'(u)/m)-, '(N P—) +(P m—)/m

X(II'( )~.+(I'( )/ )-', (N —p).}, (3.4)

where q is the 4-polarization of the antideuteron. Charge
conjugation requires that

z (N) 80 (u,Np)z (p)g.*

=uo(N)A (uNp)8ug(p)$ o. (3.8)
But because

uc(N) = —8.(N),

we have
0 (u,Np)=A. (u,Np). (3.9)

What we want is the amplitude T for an antideuteron
and nucleon coming in, and a virtual antinucleon of
mass u going out. This can be obtained. from Eq. (3.7)
by an application of the substitution law, justified by
crossing symmetry. We replace Xby —Ã, and interpret

where p=D Na—nd u= p', and our conventions per-
taining to the Dirac equation are given in the Appendix
A. We shall use the notation Fp ——F'(m') and Gp= G'(m').
This vertex plays the roll of the deuteron wave function
as discussed by Blankenbecler and Cook~ and in I. In
the present section we are interested only in displaying
the form factors in terms of the four invariants F', 6',
H', and I', and demonstrating how they play the role
of the weight functions for the wave functions. In Sec. 4
we shall calculate the invariants in order to obtain a
relativistic description of the deuteron wave function.

It is convenient to obtain the expression for Eq. (3.4)
in an alternative form:

(4D N ) ~ (N |f.ti»8-W
= —u(N)A (u,NP) 8u(P) &, (3.5)

where now the off-mass-shell nucleon is sitting to the
right. To obtain A in terms of I' we take the transpose
and observe that

u(P) 8A r(u, NP) u(N) = —u(P) I'"(u,PN) 8u(N),

where we have used 6~= —8. Hence

A (u,Np) = —81' r(zz, pN)8 —'
=F'( )7 +(G'( )/ )l(p —N) —LII'( )7"

+(I'(u)/m)-', (p —N) ](P+m)/m. (3.6)

Note that the terms involving F' and G' are symmetric,
while those in H' and I' are not.

Let us also obtain the expression for the charge con-
jugate amplitude

(4D'N')'"(N
I f"I

D)p(p)

n(N)80 (N,Np—)n(p)g *, (3.7)

T=g.*u(A')8A (u, —Np)z(p). (3.10)

The imaginary part of the deuteron form factor calcu-
lated from the diagrams shown in Fig. 2 can now be
written down as a trace over products of y matrices.
Our expression is an immediate generalization of Eqs.
(3.22) and (3.26) in Ref. 1.

W(s, zz, u) = (1/2~)'i' dpi'

Xtrace((P+m)re (u, —P, n)(n —m)

X(F~y" (Fz/2m) P&)—

X(n+m)l'~(u, np)8}g *$p (3.12)

and h.", I'~ have already been introduced in Eqs. (3.4)
and (3.6) except that it now must be understood that
just as in Eqs. (3.26c) of Ref. 1 the actual combinations
of the d-E invariants which appear are

ImF'(u)
F'(u) ~ F(u) =Fpb(u m') —— 8(u —up),

zr(u —m')

ImG'(u)
G'(u) ~ G(u) =Gpss(u m') —— 8(u—up), (3.1:&j

7l N —1S

II'(u) -+ H(u) = —(ImII'(u)/zr(u —m'))8(u —up),

I'(u) ~ I(u) = —(ImI'(u)/zr(u —m'))8(u —up),

up ——m'+2zz(zz+ 2n) . (3.14)

The reader is cautioned not to confuse the new P, 6,
II, and I which enter Eq. (3.12) and are given by (3.13)
with the original d—Ã invariants introduced in Eq.
(3.4). This substitution has the advantage of saving us
the trouble of redehning A and I' t'.

Although these equations were only shown in I to be
true in the anomalous region of the d—S vertex func-
tions (hence the upper limits of (m jzz') on the u and zz

integrations in I) it is a trivial matter to see that Eq.
(3.11) is valid for all u and u provided only that
s((u'"+u' ')' uu(M' —m' (i.e., in the anomalous
region of the energy variable s). Of course, if u or
u) (m+zz)', the . imaginary parts introduced in Eq.
(3.13) no longer refer to the imaginary parts in the
anomalous regions of the d—E vertex. In what follows
we shall assume the validity of Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12)

ImG&(s) = du duW(s, u,u)
8Ls(4M' —s)]'~'

X8{s—4L(n'+-'(u —m'))'"

+(n'+ —'(u —m'))' ']'} (3.11)

where
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1
8'(s,u,u) =— dp trace( (P—m)A (zr —m)

2'
X (F,zrv" (F—z/2m) P~) (n+m) I'S}q.*$, (3.15)

and the traces taken. %hen the algebra is performed,
and angular integrations completed, one can separate
the results into the three invariants G~, G2, G3 and then
form the linear combinations Gg, G~, and G@. This
rather tedious algebra is sketeched in Appendix B.

The results can be expressed in terms of five functions
of s:

Gc(s) =Fq(s) Dc(s),
GM(s) =Fc(s)DM (s)+F31(s)DM (s), (3 16)

G ()= () '()+ () "().
It is convenient to separate the D functions into parts
which are explicitly zero at s=o and other terms of
special signi6cance in the static limit:

$ bg $ ds()
D&(s) Ps(s)+PD(s)+

y60, ' $ s —s—'lt

s " b,le(s')ds'
D '()=-;P ()+-

lp~' $ (s —s zp)—
Dzr~(s) = 2PS(s) Pll(s)+RE(s—)

s " b~~(s') ds'
+-

'll lp~' s ($ —s—zp)

s " bq(s')ds'
D '( )=P ( )+R ( )+-

].6~2 $ $ s z6

(3.17)

1 " aq~(s)
Dq (s)=-

]6~2 S —$ Z6

where I'8 and I'~ are the 5- and D-state probabilities,
I'@ is the contribution to the quadrupole moment which
has the same form as that given in Sec. 2, and E~ and
Rq are additional (relativistic) terms not found in the
potential theory results of Sec. 2:

1 " 4zs ~ q(s')ds'
Ps, ll.q(s) =-

x' y6~~ s —$—'b6

(3.18)
1 " 4zlz~ q(s')ds'

R3r, q(s) =—
$ —s—z6

for all I, u, and s. Since we will ultimately approximate
the imaginary parts for large s anyway, this approxima-
tion has no additional effect on the results.

In the scalar case, the @integrations were trivial. Here
they must be carefully done, and it must be recalled that
the integrations are in the over-all center-of-mass system
with cose=D n/~D( ~n~ evaluated from the equation
(D—zz)'=m'. (See I for details. ) The p integrations are
discussed in Appendix S.

The trace 8' can be immediately simplified to

Our results for the a's and b's are more directly com-
parable with Sec. 2 if we define the new invariants

F'(u) = F'(u)+K'(u) —((u —m'+2m')/6m')8'(u)

8'(u) =G'(u) ——,'F'(u)+-'pK'(u)+-', u'(u),
X'(u) = ((u m—')/2m')H'(u),

(3.19)

u'(u) = ((u —m')/2m')I'(u)

and, as we did in Eq. (3.13), we introduce

r(u) = mph(u m—') (I—m5."( u)/m. ( u m—'))8(u u—p),

Se(u) = (I—mH'(u)/2~m')0(u u—p) (3.20)

and similarly 8 and 8, respectively. Finally, we wish to
have it understood that if these functions appear with
p or p as argument, we really mean

S(~)=S(m'+2(~ —n')) .
There will be no confusion with this convention because
the functions (3.20) will always appear as functions ofI or p only. Finally, the a's and b's can be written in a
compact form if we introduce:

16m'
dw dt's g[ sl/2 —gl 2 gl 2

(3.21)
8[s(43P—s)]'"

u —m'= 2(g —n'),
u —m'= 2(g —n').

P4 ——s(s' —10(g+g)s+32(g'+ g')
—(128/3) gg —32(g+g) (g—q)'/s) .

Hence,

"()=Z ~(~)~(~),
'( ) =2(2/9 ')8(n)8(n)nn,

qq(s) =Z(&(e)8(n)(z+4nls —12'/s+24(n —n)'/s')
+(2/15m')8(8) 8(v)(~+ ~ 8nn!s)}-" ( )=2 [8(e)(e/ ')(~(.)+l~(~)--:~(~))

—(~(&)+&(n))2&(v)j(1—4(n —n)/ )——'. ( ),
'( ) =&(&( )&( )—~( )~( ))

X(—,', +-,'4t/s —4(g —q)'/s') —-,'a jr(s),

aq (s) =p((8(q) —K(q))(S(g)+8(g) g/3m') (3.22)

X(3+164t/s —48(g —4t)'/s')

+(~(~)~(.)-.(.-).(.))
X(1+8(g+g)/s —48(g —g)'/s') }

b.()=2 l(8(n)8(~)/(16 ')")P,
b '( )=Z(8( )8( )/(16 ')' )P,

( )=2(—(8( )/8 ' ')(~( )—2~( )+ (~)

+8(zI)zj/3m')Qz —2(8(g) 8(g)/(16m')'s)P },
bq()=Z —(8(8)8(n)/32 ' ')Q

where P4 is a member of the class of polynomial (2.20).
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In order to obtain the decomposition of the Eqs.
(3.17) into parts which are zero at s=0 (as we did in
Sec. 2) it was necessary to approximate (4M' —s)'~' by
4m, an approximation which is extremely good in the
region where the dominate contributions to the integrals
arises. Hence we have taken:

dg
2sl/2

dq 8L-',s'"—rl'" —q'"]. (3.21a)

(a)
~'=x (b)

m'"e(n) = j(n) (c)

L(2m)'"/3m']g(g) =g(g) (d)

(3.23)

we note that the expressions are strikingly similar. "In
fact the only terms not identical to their nonrelativistic
counterparts are R~, R@, and Dq'~ for which there are
no corresponding nonrelativistic terms and b~~ which
is slightly more complicated than its potential theory
counterpart. It is tempting to regard these extra terms
as relativistic corrections, and the significance of this
statement will be examined shortly. Of course, this close
correspondence which is effected through Eq. (3.23) is
not entirely an accident; we chose the particular in-
variants F and g to make this as true as possible (see
Appendix B). Nevertheless, it is signi6cant that the
three diagrams of Fig. 2 have a structure so similar to
the Jankus potential theory.

At this point two questions beg for an answer. The
6rst can be stated as follows: Are the deuteron wave
functions defined uniquely by the relativistic theory?
To be more specific: If one calculates D~ and D~~
relativistically using Eq. (3.22) and then chooses f and g
(5- and D-state wave functions) to give the same answer,

'0 Note that this identi6cation differs from Ref. 1 by a factor
of m"~ due to the presence of spin.

In addition to the above rather trivial approximation,
we have retained only the leading terms in expressions
(3.22). LSee Appendix B following Eq. (B7) for a detailed
discussion of this point. ]This means essentially that we
have neglected terms which are small when s is small
and the d-X invariants are large, and large only when
s is large and the d-A invariants are small.

We wish to call the readers attention to the term
Do~(s), which has no counterpart in the Jankus po-
tential theory. One might argue that D@~(0)=0 because
the quadrupole moment should depend only on the
nucleon charge, and not its magnetic moment. Such a
condition would be easy to impose by subtracting
Do~(s) once at the origin. We have decided not to
impose this condition here, and as it turns out it makes
little difference since its effect is less than 1/q anyway.

Now let us compare Eqs. (3.22) with our potential
theory Eqs. (2.23). If we ma, ke the identifications

will the choice (3.23) be the only one possibles" The
second question, closely related, is: Are the two theories
really inconsistent? Is it true that we cannot find some

f and g such that all of the nonrelativistic form factors
agree with the relativistic ones? The answer to both of
these questions is yes.

The proof of the uniqueness of the wave functions in
the precise sense mentioned above has been relegated
to Appendix C, and we will say no more about it here.

Once the uniqueness of the wave functions has been
established, the answer to the second question follows
trivially. Since (3.23) is the only identification which
will make D~ and D~~ identical in the two theories, the
rest of the nonrelativistic expressions can be calculated
unambiguously using these f and g, and one observes
that for example unless the term R~ is zero, the expres-
sions for D~~ cannot agree. Hence, no matter how we
chose f and g, we cannot in general produce a Jankus
theory with the same predictions as (3.22) and the
theories are fundamentally inconsistent (although the
differences are very small at low momentum transfer).
Among other things, this earns us the privilege of re-

garding terms like R~ as relativistic corrections, since
these terms indicate the extent to which the two theories
are incompatible.

Let us remind the reader that we have not yet said
anything about the relationship of (3.22) to the pre-
dictions of an arbitrary potential theory. Our discussion

has been limited only to the Jankus theory, defined by
the choice of current density (2.5). In Sec. 5 we shall

make some remarks about the more general problem.
Equations (3.23c) and (3.23d) for p=n' )see Eq.

(3.25) to follow] also follow from a comparison of the
d Evertex (3.-4) with the Fourier transform of the
deuteron wave function. 4 ~ However, for values of u off

the mass shell (gWn') it is impossible to make such a
comparison, for in this case all four of the invariants in

(3.4) contribute and one does not know how to reduce

these approximately to the two 5- and D-stateinvariants
which one has in the wave function. For this reason it
has often been customary to neglect the II and I in-

variants in such discussions. Only by using (3.4) in a
full calculation of the form factors, and then comparing
the results with potential theory can one see how the
four d—X invariants simulate the role of the S- and
D-state wave functions. In particular, one observes that
the K invariant is very important in the S-state wave

function, and as we shall see in the next section it would

have been disastrous to neglect it.
I.et us return now to the discussion of the relativistic

wave functions. From Eqs. (3.23), (2.9), and (2.14)

"There is an ambiguity of sign which is always present and
would make the answer to this question trivially false. It is to
be understood in subsequent discussion that we mean uniqueness
up to a sign.
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we have:

u(r)=.Vs e "+2 dt)5'(if)e &"'"

3 3
te(r)= VD e "i 1+— (3.24)

S(t))dt), X(r))dr/,

the structure of Eqs. 3.22) in a
h od to t fne observes t a in o

sufhcient that the following con i ions
trarily large /V):

X2

3 3~s(~) „, ,
(rsgs (i(i))dr/(const/V'/',

(3.27a)

where const
(3.27b)e(~)d~&

0
1/2 (rs

&8~ 8~ s are the relativistic counterpart o
2Th dthe A conditions intrroduced in ec.

ns that the new invarian

satis y ant' f an unsubtracted dispersion re a ion.
ular it is necessary that

(3.25)

3m (Fs—((r'/3m')gs3 m%0
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Imp'(u') du' =
"ImX'(u')du'

(3.29)

"Imd'(u') du'

0 Q —HZ

These requirements amount to a generalization of the
nonrelativistic 8 conditions, and are sufficient to
guarantee that the relativistic 5- and D-wave functions
of Eq. (3.24) will approach zero at the origin. They can
be regarded as generalized sum rules, and we shall
henceforth refer to them as such.

There is an important reason for requiring the sum-
rule conditions (3.29). As we mentioned earlier, Eqs.
(3.22) actually contain only the leading terms, and the
more exact expressions for the form factors contain in
addition many terms involving higher powers of s, q,
or ri. The sum rules (3.29) are sufhcient to guarantee
that retention of the next two higher powers of s, g, or g
would also lead to unsubtracted dispersion relations, and
hence guarantee that neglect of these terms does not seri-
ously alter our results. This reason alone is sufhcient to
introduce these sum rules, and the fact that they corre-
spond nonrelativistically to the wave functions ap-
proaching zero at the origin merely provides an inter-
pretation of the conditions.

In fact, one can generalize the above to the following
result. If one retains polynomials in s, g, and q to order
L,, then the following conditions must be satisfied for
each invariant:

(3.30)

"H. F. Jones, Nnovo Cimento 26, 790 (1962).

At this point it is also clear that in order to discuss
the D-state wave function in an approximate manner, it
is essential to treat at least the three diagrams shown
in Fig. 2. This is because these three correspond to
taking the simplest contribution to the dispersion inte-
gral in (3.28) (the one-pion-exchange approximation),
and hence should be treated as a set. Any smaller set
would consist of simply the basic triangle diagram,
Fig. 2 (a), and for this diagram it is impossible to satisfy
(3.28) unless we take gs ——0 (i.e., neglect the D state).
Of course, we could neglect the polynomial s dependence
associated with the g terms, as has been done by Jones, "
but this does not lead to any readily identifiable D-state
wave function. For some remarks about other diagrams
which could be considered, see I.

In the calculation to follow we shall actually impose
more than the minimum requirements (3.27). We shall
require in addition to (3.28)

1 "Imr'(u')du'

Note that these conditions are equivalent nonrelativisti-
cally to requiring that the first few ever derivatives of
the wave functions be zero at the orgin Lcf. Eq. (2.18)).
This is a curious fact, for if these were sufhcient to
imply that all of the first few derivatives of the wave
function were zero at the origin, we would have a rela-
tivistic explanation for the so-called repulsive core.
This is not the case, however, and thus the repulsive
core appears to be of some other origin.

We now turn our attention to a calculation of the
deuteron-nucleon vertex.

4. THE DEUTERON-NUCLEON VERTEX

We have seen in detail how the deuteron-nucleon
(d N) vert—ex plays the role of the wave function in the
preceding section. In this section we shall calculate the
four invariants of this vertex function in the one-pion-
exchange (OPE) approximation. This will correspond to
evaluating the form factor from the three diagrams
shown in Fig. 2, as discussed in some detail in I. Recall
that in order to include more diagrams of the type shown
in Fig. 6inI, it is only necessary to include the additional
processes in a calculation of the d—X vertex and sub-
stitute the results into Eq. (3.22). Hence the results of
Sec. 3 are actually valid for an infinite subclass of dia-
grams which pertain to the deuteron form factor.

Before we plunge into the details of a calculation of
the d-E vertex, let us now discuss in some detail the
approximations we shall make in this calculation and
our general philosophy guiding it.

To begin with, we shall only calculate the imaginary
part of the d—E invariants in the anomalous region of
the OPE approximation. Outside of this region Lin the
normal region u) (m+u)'] we shall estimate the imagi-
nary parts with the aid of the 3 conditions discussed in
Sec. 3. Our basic philosophy is that the really important
contributions come from the anomalous region; beyond
this the precise structure is not very important and can,
and probably should, be estimated.

There are a number of arguments to justify this point
of view. To begin with, experience with the scalar case
in I suggests that the imaginary parts of the d-S in-
variants in the normal region are indeed small (see
Fig. 10 in I), and hence a rough estimate can be expected
to introduce only a small error. Furthermore, we have
some idea how it behaves in this region, and hence we
expect to do a credible job in estimating it. Secondly, the
arguments in Sec. 3 suggest that the 8 conditions would
arise naturally in an exact calculation and hence ought
to be imposed on the invariants derived from an approxi-
mate calculation. The imposition of the B conditions is a
way of estimating the efI'ect of the higher mass states
(u large), and hence the use of the 3 conditions to deter-
mine the d-X invariants in the normal region may even
be more reliable than a straightforward calculation,
which would, after all, be based only on the OPE ap-
proximation, when in the region of u) (m+ p,)' it is well
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8{[(M+m)' —u7[u —(M—m)'7}'" 2~

XQ{y'gT(i) p(p)e]/(u)(n+m)

X[Fpy +(Gp/m)-, '(l—u) 7

X]'-[A'T*(i) P(&)~J (l)(1+m)7'} (4 1)

where we have introduced the pion-nucleon coupling as

(4ppup)'"(p
I f. I u) =&(P)gv'u(1) T* P(p)~/ (u), (4 2)

where T is the isospin of the pion and p(p) and p(e) the
isospins of the nucleons. Throughout this paper we have
assumed the pion-nucleon coupling constant is given by

g'/47r = 14. (4.3)

The isotopic spin sums can be readily performed. We
sum over the isospins of the exchanged pion, and
average over the isospins of the emitted nucleons:

I=K,'T().p(p) ( )T*().p(&) (l)

=+ p( ) (p)'p(&) (I)

= -', trace g p {apo "},
Hence

known that many other diagrams begin to contribute.
The results of our calculation indicate to what extent

this is true. We believe that detailed knowledge of
the d—E invariants in the anomalous region alone is all
that seems to be necessary for a 10~/~ theory, and that
this together with a rough estimate of these invariants
in the normal region is suKcient to give a S%%u~ theory.
Nevertheless, it would be most interesting to calculate
the absorptive parts of the d—X invariants in the
normal region, and see how they compare with the
estimates we will present later on in this section.

Let us turn now to the details of the calculation.
We will calculate the d—E vertex in the same manner

as sketched for spinless particles in I.As a generalization
of Eq. (3.15) in I we immediately obtain (see Fig. 3
for key to momenta):

Iml'N(u, PX)8

1 2

Fio. 3. The deuteron-
nucleon vertex in the one-
pion-exchange approxima-
tion.

Q.

vertex invariants. The results are 6nally

ImF' =RFp[p' —(u —m') b —2p'c7,
ImG'= R{Fp2m'(d —e)

+Gp[/ '+(&—b)/ '—(u —m')(b+ e)7}
(4 6)ImH'= E{—Fpm'(a —b) —Gpp'c},

ImI' =R{—Fp2m'(b+ e)+Gpm'(a+ b+d+ e)},
g 3g2/g{ [(/)II+ m) 2 u7 [u (~ m) 27}1/2

where a, b, c, d, e are functions of e defined in
Appendix D.'~

Note that the invariants above depend on the two
parameters Fo and Go, which we will regard as undeter-
mined following the discussion in Sec. 3. Hence, letting
the symbol 6 represent any of the invariants (4.6), we
introduce the functions 6p' and Ag according to

Imd=Fpdp +Gpkg (4.7)

where Fg =0. These seven functions are plotted in the
anomalous region in I'ig. 4 as a function of g where
u =m'+2(r/ —n').

Now, as outlined above, we assume the results are
dominated by the anomalous contributions of the d-X
invariants, and that the contribution of these invariants
in the normal regions (which we shall hereafter refer to
as the "tails" of the invariants) give only a slight modifi-
cation of the basic results. But this cannot be true unless
the integrals from the anomalous region alone are 6nite.
In other words, we will impose the A conditions on the
functions in (4.6) and then choose their tails so that the
8 conditions are also satisfied. The main advantage of
this procedure is that it seems to emphasize the impor-
tance of the anomalous region, which clearly dominates
the problem, and will enable us to determine the tails
in an unambiguous fashion.

The imposition of the A conditions on (4.6) leads to
the following requirement:

and we obtain after some rearrangement of terms

Iml' (u,pF)
1 ~ +»' Imp'(u')du'

/
)I —fÃ

(4.g)

3g2 2

g{[(3d+m)'—u7Lu
—(/ld' —m)'7}'" 2&

X{(n —m)[Fpy —(Gp/m)~p(l —n) 7(1+m) }. (4.5)

which in turn will enable us to specify the ratio p and
hence the asymptotic D/S ratio of the deuteron. This
determination is essentially identical to that of Blankcn-
becler and Cook, and the success of our point of view

In Appendix D we present the integral identities which The ter E (46) ] f t f
are needed to obtain the absorptive parts of the d-l]t omitted from Ref. 7.
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ho=Go —s~o=
7,33

1.77

/70. 2 3.36
y0.71

~

is in part judged by the reasonableness of the p&
parameter thus determined.

It is found that the functions gqo and goo are well
approximated by

2gzo [70 2/r)s 3 36/&+0 71

Xg(ri —1 77) 8. (7 33 . r))—, (4.9)

2gg'= —0.030[i)—2.33jg[7.33—r)].

Hence, (4.8) becomes

Fo

0- I
I
I

I
tl
2

I

I

I

I

I

8 IO

g (in units of p, )

I

t2
I

I4

7.33

.33

y=go/Fo=24. 5,

pg)
——0.028.

dr)Go(0. 33), (4.10)
FIG. 5. A graph of the invariant F with p determined by Eq.

(4.10), and the tail chosen to satisfy the 3 conditions as discussed
in the text. In the anomalous region the approximate form (4.11)
agrees so well with the exact results obtained from (4.6) that no
attempt has been made to draw them as separate curves. The
short line to the lower right of the figure is the value of 83, giving
the asymptote of the curve as q ~ g~=46.3 p,'. The two dashed
lines show the positions of the anomalous and normal thresholds.

This value of p& is in fairly satisfactory agreement with
the results quoted in Sec. 3. was introduced as a separate invariant to facilitate

calculation of I'&. To insure maximum consistency, A&

and As of g were therefore chosen to give the same
zeroth and first moment of g as that obtained from
2r)g directly.

+0
F GF4

TAsLE II. Values of the A's and 8's found to give a good fit
to the d—lV invariants (3.20) using the approximate forms (4.11)
and (4.12).

I I

6
q(in units Of@2)

HOP

I

r=f9'
8

0.187
84.5

189.5
0.792—0.143

0.0178
~ ~ ~

—3.54—0.0036
0.030

0.0320
0.612

36.6
0.298—0.094

25.7
196.6

2623.0
53.3
21.5

—0.0125—0.156$—6.10—0.089—0.023

FIG. 4. A graph of the seven functions Az and 60 in the one-pion-
exchange anomalous region of the d-N vertex.

The remaining job is to determine the tails of these
d-S invariants. This was done by requiring, somewhat

Now that the ratio y is known, the invariants (3.20)
are completely determined up to a constant Fo. These
are shown in Figs. 5—9. In the same 6gures we have also
included the tails, which were determined as discussed
below.

Now, for the purposes of calculating the triple
integrals we approximate the d—E invariants (3.20) in
the anomalous region [i.e., No&1&(nz+p)'] by func-
tions of the following form:

—x(ri) =A, /ri'~'+A sil+A3 ) (4.11)

where we have introduced x(r)) as a generic name for the
functions defined in (3.20). These approximate forms
do an extremely good job fitting the exact functions.
The parameters 2; for the different invariants are given
in Table II. For mathematical simplicity the coeAicient
As in g was taken to be zero, and the combination 2r)g

20-
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I
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I
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Q (ln Llnlts 4f pl~ j
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FIG. 6. A graph of the invariant g. See caption
to Pig. 5 for explanatory remarks.
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arbitrarily, that the tails have the functional form

Fra. 7. A graph of the invariant 2qg showing the tails as
determined directly from the B conditions compared with that
obtained from the tail of g (Fig. 6) multiplied by 2g (dashed
line). See caption to Fig. 5 for additional explanatory remarks.

Before we close this section it is amusing to calculate
the deuteron wave functions implied by these invariants
using Eq. (3.24). This can be easily done numerically,
and the results are given in Fig. 10. Note that our wave
functions show no repulsive core behavior.

S. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Using the approximate functions de6ned in the pre-
ceding section, the integrals over g and g were done
analytically and the absorptive parts of the form factors
determined. It was also possible then to calculate the
form factors themselves analytically, although this in-
volves several hundred integrals. As a result, the final
integration over s was done numerically.

The numerical results, obtained on the Cornell 1604
computer, are presented in Tables III and IV and
Figs. 11—16.As an introduction to a review of the results,
we mention two of the uncertainties in the present

(Bi/rf'"+ Bs)8(rf —7.33)8(if i —ri) . (4.12)

4 CL2-

I f

6 8 IO

q (in units of p,2)
I4 l6

FIG. 8. A graph of the invariant R. See caption
to Fig. 5 for explanatory remarks.

The two parameters Bi and 83 were then chosen so that
the functions would be continuous at the normal thresh-
old, and so that the B conditions be satisfied. For the
G invariant, we wished to retain Eq. (4.10) as sketched
above, in addition to imposing the B conditions. This
was possible only for a definite (unique) value of rf&,

the parameter which determines the extent of the tails.
In the case described above q&= 46.3 p'. The same value
of p& was required to hold for all of the tails.

Whatever the objection to the above procedures, they
at least completely and uniquely determine the d—S
invariants. The choice of the functional form (4.12) was
motivated by the fact that they give shapes for the tails
expected from experience with scalar theory. In addi-
tion, both (4.11) and (4.12) are easy to integrate. It
should be emphasized that no effort has been made to
adjust the shapes of the tails to improve the results; the
above outlined procedure was decided on before the
results were known.
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Fn. 9. A graph of the invariant d. See caption
to Fig. 5 for explanatory remarks.

calculation. Although there is little doubt that the tails
of the d-X vertex invariants should be included in a
careful calculation, and that the sum rules for the d-S
invariants LEqs. (3.28) and (3.29)) discussed in Secs. 3
and 4 should be retained, there is still some uncertainty
associated with these tails for the obvious reason that
we do not know their precise shape. This is probably
most noticeable in our procedure for determining the
ratio p. Secondly, as the calculation stands, the sum
rules guarantee that the form factors will be well de-
fined if their absorptive parts are integrated to infinity,
and that the contributions to the dispersion integrals for
large s are small. However, for s& 181 p, ', the first normal
threshold, the discontinuities of the form factor calcu-
lated from the diagrams of Fig. 2 begin to deviate from
those assumed in (3.22). This effect is undoubtedly
small, but it is aggravated by the fact that at these
large values of s many other diagrams (some of them
discussed in I) will begin to contribute. In other words,
our calculation of the absorptive part above 181 fi' (say)
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TABLE III. Values of the static (i.e., for s=O) integrals de6ned in Eq. (3.17) for the 4 cases discussed in the text. The case shown
in italics is to be theoretically preferred, as discussed in the text. The de6nition of the magnetic moment p, and quadrupole moment Q
of the deuteron is given in Eq. (1.8b).

With d—E tails
Integration 181p2

limit 736 p2

Without d—E tails
Integration 181p2

limit 736 p,2

Experimental

7.3%
5 &Vo

6.3%
10.3%

(6.5~1)%

0.066
0.060

0.042—0.092

24.15
Z4.7P

23.03
21.82

—0.45—0.39

—0.44—0.46

0.50
0.64

0.49
0.77

1.735
1.75

1.73
1.56

1.715

24.4
Z5.0

23.2
22.0

P02

3.79
3.h'I

3.44
3.27

is clearly not any longer very meaningful, and it is
perhaps unclear how far out we should integrate (3.22)
in order to allow best for these unknown additional
contributions.

Neither of these uncertainties is very serious. They
both could be essentially eliminated. by doing more
work .'However, here we will be content with presenting
four different calculations to give an idea of the effect
of these considerations.

To understand the importance of the d-N vertex
tails we present calculations with (1) the tails as deter-
mined in Sec. 4, and (2) the tails arbitrarily set equal to
zero, so that conditions B are no longer satisfied. In
both cases conditions A are satisfied however.

To give a crude idea of the effect of the normal
thresholds we present calculations in which (1) the
imaginary parts have been integrated to infinity (infinity
is actually 236 p' because with our choice of tails the
8 conditions guarantee the imaginary parts are zero
above this"), and (2) the imaginary parts have been
integrated to 181 p'. The first case assumes that (3.22)

0.5-

0.4—

0.3—

0.2-

O. l

l I I

4 5
r (in units Of p, i)

FIG. 10. The deuteron wave functions, normalized so that
jo (zP+w')dr=C. The solid line is this calculation with C=1.
The dashed-dotted line is the Hamada-Johnson function (Ref. 13)
with C=0.9. The dashed lines are the asymptotic forms Dorm
(2.9b) is taken for wj.

's Actually for a few of the small terms in Eq. (3.22) this is
not true.

gives a good estimate of the imaginary parts above
181 p', the second assumes that the unknown contribu-
tions somehow conspire to make the imaginary part
zero above 181 p, '.

It is our feeling that the d—N vertex tails definitely
should be included, and that the imaginary parts should
be integrated to infinity. Unless speci6cally stated
otherwise, all results refer to this case. The other cases
are presented only to get an idea of how sensitive the
calculation is to the uncertainties mentioned above, and
are believed to represent extreme estimates on the over-
all uncertainties. Results for these four cases are shown
in Table III for the static integrals, the magnetic and
quadrupole moments, and the normalization constant
Fs' related to the p's by Eq. (3.26). In all cases Fs'
was chosen to give the correct charge, and p~ was given
by Eq. (4.10).

Note that the effect of changing the upper limit is
only a few percent when we include the tails in the d-N
vertex functions, but may be fairly sensitive with the
truncated functions. No matter what assumptions are
made about the tails one seems guaranteed of at least a
10% theory; a reasonably careful inclusion of these tails
seems to yield at least a 5% theory. Note how sensitive
the relativistic correction to the magnetic moment, R~,
is to the upper limit with the use of truncated d—N
vertex functions.

Table III points out clearly what the limitations of
the present calculation are. Two of the most interesting
terms, the D-state probability and the relativistic cor-
rection to the magnetic moment R~ are sensitive to the
way in which they are calculated, and hence we must
regard them as not very well determined. This is a
disappointment, but is confirmed by all other attempts
to determine these quantities t The reason for this un-
certainty is shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Both of these
functions depend strongly on the imaginary parts for
large s, and hence are sensitive to our lack of informa-
tion. At the same time, we feel the reasonable values
obtained for these terms should be regarded as a success
of this calculation.

It is unclear why the values for Fss disagree with HJ
and GK and with each other as much as they do. This
is probably an indication of the fact that our ratio p and
our choice of d—N vertex tails is not what it should be.
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TABLE IV. Values of the deuteron form factors for a few
representative values of momentum transfer squared. The Y's
are defined in Eq. (5.1). In all of these the d—X vertex tails were
included and the dispersion integrals were integrated to 736 ps
(infinity).

os~Q tF2

0.0

0.0
0.4
0.8
1.2
3.0
6.0
9.0

12.0

Da DM~ D~~ Yu Dq~

1.000 0.084 1.892 0.0000 24.41
0.899 0.081 1.709 0.0304 21.70
0.820 0.079 1.566 0.0396 19.56
0.754 0.073 1.450 0.0450 17.83
0.391 0.067 1.106 0.0547 12.73
0.391 0.055 0.813 0.0573 8.50
0.296 0.047 0.651 0.0565 6.24
0.235 0.040 0.545 —0.0547 4.85

DqM Yq

0.64 0.0000
0.63 0.0116
0.62 0.0210
0.61 0.0288
0.57 0.0518
0.52 0.0702
0.48 0.0782
0.44 0.0821

-Q,2
0

I
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FIG. 11.A graph of the imaginary part az . See caption
to Fig. 13 for explanatory remarks.

However, Fig. 13 would tend to suggest that J 0' should
be relatively insensitive to this variation.

Finally, in Figs. 14—16 and Table IV we present
results for the energy dependence of the form factors.
For these results we have de6ned

would make it even more negative. However, one has a
feeling that the form factor should be positive, to agree
with the thermal neutron-scattering experiments and
the inelastic electron-deuteron scattering experiments.
The answer could lie in either of two directions.
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Fro. 12. A graph of the imaginary part uD. See caption
to Fig. 13 for explanatory remarks.

F'sr ——(s/6M')'I'(Gsrc+0 880Gxr~)

l"o ——(s'/18M')'~'(Goo+0. 880Go ) .

These V would be the functions (except for a factor of
Fo) which occur squared along with Do in the cross
section (1.2) ifFo Fsr. Note t—h—at the results differ from
those obtained by GK.

It is natural at this point to make a few remarks about
the possible significance of the explicit 3 pion contribu-
tion. The GK results (potential 8) are significantly lower
than our results (Fig. 14). This can be understood from
the fact that our wave functions have no hard-core
behavior (Fig. 10).Now, since the neutron-charge form
factor determined from the GK results has a distinct
tendency to be negative, the results presented. here

~04-

ao .02-
F2

.00

—.02-

-AN
0

I

IOO
I

.200
S (in units of p,2)

I

300

FrG. 13. A graph of the imaginary part a,. The solid line in-
cludes d %vertex tails —as estimated by Eq. (4.12); the dashed
line is the case when these tails have been set equal to zero.

The approximations and uncertainties in this calcula-
tion could produce this effect. If we were to impose
additional sum rules of the type shown in Eq. (3.30),
we would more nearly reproduce a hard-core wave func-
tion, which would cause the form factors to fall oR' more
rapidly with energy. However, it is our feeling that a
more probable explanation lies in the 3-pion contribution.

The explicit 3-pion contribution is yet to be calcu-
lated. To assume that this is negligible is almost cer-
tainly wrong, but it is reasonable to assume that it is
small. If it were negative, it could easily reduce the form
factor a significant amount, and hence account for the
expected positive character of the neutron charge form
factor. It is our guess that the 3-pion contribution will
ultimately have this effect.

We summarize our principal conclusions. To begin
with, one has some reason for optimism, but there are
still many very important things left to do. Besides a
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Fzo. 14. A graph of Dz, solid line, compared with the equivalent
quantity calculated by GK (Ref. 14), dashed line.
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calculation of the 3-pion contribution and some of the
extra diagrams sketched in I, it would be worthwhile to
undertake a far more careful calculation of the d-E
vertex functions, and at the same time retain all of the
terms neglected in our formula in Sec. 3 (see Appendix
8). With a better knowledge of the d—1V vertex tails,
which could be obtained in a relatively straightforward
manner, one might hope to considerably reduce the un-
certainties. Among other things, this could be expected
to pin down the D-state probability, asymptotic D/S
ratio, and the very interesting relativistic term R~.

An amusing lesson learned from this work is that it
would be unwise to neglect the d—Ã invariants H and I
in any calculation in which one is attempting to treat
the deuteron wave function relativistically. The H
invariant turns out to give the principal contribution to
the weight function of the S-state wave function; with-
out it the radial wave function N(r) shows no tendency
to decrease as r ~ 0 (in fact it increases faster than the
asymptotic form e "). With the contribution from H,
however, the radial wave function has a natural tendency
to decrease toward zero at the origin.
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Frc. 16. A graph of I"~, solid line, compared with the equivalent
quantity calculated by GK (Ref. 14), dashed line.

theory approach could be just as correct or as fruitful
as a relativistic one. Several cautioning remarks can
be made, however.

The 6rst is that it is pointless to talk about "rela-
tivistic corrections" without referring to some definite
potential theory. Once we have committed ourselves to
a definite potential theory (i.e., a choice of Hamiltonian
or current density like Eq. (2.5) but not necessarily a
definite choice of radial potential) then we can compare
relativistic results with this theory, and introduce rela-
tivistic corrections. Even then, the only way to discuss
these corrections is to isolate the diagrams which gener-
ate them, and since it would appear that we have no
way of telling beforehand how to do this, the only way
to discuss relativistic corrections is to do the entire

We close this paper with some speculations about the
relationship between a potential theory and a relativistic
theory. To begin with, it is clear that this calculation
differs in significant ways from the Jankus theory. As we
showed in Sec. 3, no wave functions can be found which
will make the two theories agree. This is due principally
to the existence of the term Rsr, and others like it. We
also showed in Sec. 3 that this relativistic approach does
provide an unambiguous way to determine relativistic
wave functions for the deuteron. All of these results
are interesting, but perhaps not very significant, and it
is this we wish to discuss now.

It is well known that the introduction of L S or
(L S)' terms into the potential will modify the effective
magnetic moment operator. " In fact, any energy-
dependent potential will have this effect, and it is not so
surprising to speculate that for any relativistic calcula-
tion of the deuteron form factor, a sufFiciently compli-
cated energy-dependent potential could be found to
simujate the relativistic results in a nonrelativistic
manner. If this were true, then it is clear that a potential-

FIG. 15. A graph of Fg, solid line, compared with the equivalent "See, for example, Blin-Stoyle, Theorks of Xee1eer 3Ammts
quantity calculated by GK (Ref. j.4), dashed line (Oxford University Press, New York, l957}.
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problem relativistically and make a detailed comparison.
The second remark is that the failure of a potential

theory to agree with a relativistic theory may not
necessarily mean that the potential theory is incorrect.
It could mean that certain terms have been left out of
the relativistic calculation. The converse, of course, is
also true. For example, the hard core usually introduced
into phenornenological potentials could be the non-
relativistic way of allowing for the 3-pion contribution,
and the failure of our wave functions to exhibit this
behavior may be expected.

The final remark is that potential theories as viewed
in this light are phenomenological. Since one chooses
the potential to 6t a wide variety of experimental data,
it may be a fairly reliable tool for predicting the results
of a new experiment. If one wants the feeling of explain-
ing the experiments, however, a relativistic theory is
necessary since adequate potentials are probably too
complicated to appear very fundamental, and further-
more, must be constantly revised as more information
accumulates (because they are nonrelativistic). In addi-
tion, there is no guarantee that a single potential (no
matter how complicated) could explain a variety of
experiments as well as a relativistic theory. 3~0te added
iu proof. We thank Professor M. Gourdin for calling
attention to the fact that J. Tran Thanh Van, using an
approach similar to ours but treating the d-E invariants
phenomenologically, has obtained numerical results for
Do comparable to ours Lsee Nuovo Cimento 30, 1100
(1963)j.
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APPENDIX A

In this paper, the following conventions are employed

m =nucleon mass,

p= pion mass,

M =deuteron mass,

h=c=1
m/@= 6.22,

n'=m~=0. (08 p, '

and the Dirac equation is

(p —m)u(p) =0 u=u*y'

(p+m)v(p) =0 v=v*y'

uu= p+m vgv= p—m,

where u(p) are the positive energy solutions and v(p) the
negative energy solutions. Our choice of normalization
for the spinors has the advantage that the invariant
matrix elements must contain a factor of (2po)'" for
each particle, whether bosons or fermions, instead of the
usual (2po) ' ' for bosons and (po/m) ' ' for fermions. The
charge conjugate solutions formed from the e's are

«(P) = &0(p)

uo(p) = —ev(p),

where placement of v(p) to the right of 8 is understood
to imply HT. The charge conjugation matrix satis6es

Q+pQ
—1 +IJT

For spin-1 particles of momentum p we introduce the
polarization vector $ subject to the requirements

$~= —1 $ p=0.
The antiparticle states are described by a similar polari-
zation vector p. The positive energy solution corre-
sponding to q is

k =a*.

APPENDIX 3
In this Appendix we present the angular integrations

necessary to obtain the results for the deuteron form
factor quoted in Sec. 3 and the full expression for the
from factors from which the approximate expressions
(3.22) were obtained.

To simplify the computations of the trace O', Eq.
(3.15), we write it as:

2

W(s, u,u) =— dp
2' p

Xtrace (P—m) —2mK(u)g* —E(u)(g* p)

G(u) t' F2
+&(~)n*D+ () n")0

I
&~"— &")

m k 2m

X 2mX(u)(+E(u)(p p)+F(u)D(

G(u)
+ (P 5)D, (B1)

Where e is the deuteron binding energy. The metric
is taken to be k'= (k )'—h~. For spin —,

' particles we write

'Y"7"+'r"'r"= 2g""
~ p='Y"P)

and
K(u) = 2G(u) —2F(u)+28(u),
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The spin sums can be performed. The next step is to
perform the nontrivial p integrations. For this purpose
one can prove the following identities:

(p ~)d~=(E—C)(~ q),

(p ~*)«=(E+C)(n* q),

1 2

where

E=p q/s= —-,'(u —zz/s),
C= p d/d'=(M+m' —'(u+-zz))/dz

A = z(—V'+(p d)'/d')
= —(1/2d') [(M'—m')'+m's+ (M'ls) (u—u)'

—(u+ u) (M'+ m')+uzz), (83)

B= A/d' A/s —C'+ E-',
D= 3AC/d' AC/—s+E'C C', —
d'= 4jlI2—S.

(p'*)(p ~)d~=(.* ~)A+(~ q)(~ q)B,

(82)
A

(P ~)P d.=VA+(~ q)d —C+FC ~,j
1 2

27/ 0

(p n )p"dv =n" A —(g q)d"i C' EC—~,
—pA

rid'

1 2

(p k)(p ~*)p"dv

=(5 n*)d"AC+[~ (n* q) —n"*(& q))AC

+(5 q)(n* q)d"D.

The last equation of (82) includes only those terms
which will ultimately contribute to the form factor,
although there are some additional terms antisyrnmetric
in I and u which do not contribute by virtue of the
symmetrical integration to be ultimately performed
over I and u.

%hen these identities are employed on the results of
the trace (81), lengthy expressions emerge. As these
exact expressions may be of significance in future work
on the deuteron form factor, we present them below.
They are written in terins of the invariants F(u), G(u),
X(u) and d(u) defined in the text. For notational sim-

plicity, the product F(zz)F(u) will be written simply as
F' and F(u)G(u) as FG. Note that FG&GF; the first

term contains the u variable, the second the n variable. If we introduce t/I/'~, g 2 and S'3 defj.ned as

W=e4mz{Wi(rz* $)d& Wz[p—(zz* q) —zz"*($ q)] —Wz(($ q)(zz* q)/2Mz)d"), (84)

we obtain

W =F'F [z(zM / z)mCz+(2A/m')(1 —2C)]—F'Fz(1 —2C)[M'/2m' s/4m—'+2A/m'5
—PGF~(4A/m') (1—2C)+FGFz(4A /m') (1—2C)[(1—2C)d'/Sm' —Es/4m'+ (1—M'/4m') ]
+G'Fzr(2A/m') [1 2C (M'/2m—')C)——O'Fz(2A/m') (1—2C)[(1—4C)d'/Sm'+ (1—M'/4m') ]
+PKF~(2) FXFz(1 2C—)[Cd'/m'+— 4A/m' Es/m') GK—F~(2A /m—')+GXFz(4A /m') (1—2C)

Fdpzr(2A/m—') (1 4C)+Fgpz(4—A/m')(1 2C)+Gdpzz(—2A/m')(1 —4C)
Gd Fz(4A/m') (—1 2C) [1 Cd'/4—m'+Es/—4m']+X'F zr4C X'F z2(1—2C)—

+Xdp (zA4/ m)z(1 —2C) —O'Fzz(4AC/m') —O'Fz(2A/m')(1 —2C); (85)
Wz F'Fzz[(M'/m')C+C' d'/m'+4AC/m'+E's/m'] F'Fz(4AC/m'—)

+FGFsr [(C E)((M—'/m') (1 4C) —(s/2m'—)(1 2C)+Es/m—') 8A C/m')—
+F GF z(SA /mz) [(1—4C) (C—sC/16mz+ Es/16mz) + 4Cz (1—Mz/4mz) ]
+G'F zr(4A C/m') [s/Sm'+ (1—M'/4m') 5 G'Fz(4A C/m') [—(1 4C) (2——s/Sm')
—(1—SC)(1—M'/4m')]+FXFzz[2+4(C+E) )+ FXF(z2 A/m)(1 —4C)

GXFzz[(C+E)(—4 (4Mz/m') C+Cs—/m'+Eslm')+ 2A/m'] GKFz(2A/m') (1—4C)—
Fep zr [(C E)—(4(M'/m') C—Cslm' Es/m—')+SA C—/m')+ Fdpz(SA Clm')+ GSFzz(SA C/m')

—GSFz(2AC/mz)[4 —(4M'lmz)C+Cslmz+Eslm )+X Fzr4C X@pzz4(C E)
+XSFz(SAC/m')+O'F zr(4A C/m') &J'Fz(4A C/m') . (8—6)

(4m'/Mz) W z Fzp zz 16(B 2D)y—F'Fz[——16(B—2D)+4 SC)+F—GF sr [32(B—2D)y SC—8E)—
FGF z[8(B 2D) (4+—M'/m' Cd—'/m' s/2m' E—s/m')+ 8—(Cd'/2m—' Es/2m')—

X (C 2C'+ 2EC E+ 2A—/d') ] O'F—zr [16B(1 (M—'/m') C)+ (4s/m—') (CB—D)
—32D(1—(M'/4m')))+ G'FzS (B—2D)[(1—4C) (2+M'/2m' —s/4m')+8C(1 M'/4m') 5—
+FKFz[32(B—2D)+16(E+C)—32(C'+EC—A/d'))+GXpzz[16B+32(C'+EC —A/d')]

GKFz[32(B 2D) +16(—E+C) 32 (C—'+EC A/d-')]+ F
—8Fzz16(B—4—D) —

F zzF z32(B—2D)
Gy FzI16(B 4D) +GyFz—32(B 2D) [1—(M'/m') C+sC/—4m'+ Es—/4m')

—XS'Fz32(B—2D)+ zZzp 32D+ gzp 16(B—2D) . (87'j
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Finally, to obtain more manageable expressions we
retain only the leading terms in the following sense.
Examination of the structure of (85)—(87) reveals that
they are essentially sums of products of the d—S in-
variants F, G, 3'., and 0 multiplied by monomials in
s/41IP, q/41IE', q/4M'. Since these variables are very
small in the anomalous region where the d—E invariants
are large (i.e., for s(100p') and become large only when
the s is large and the d-X invariants are small, it is
appropriate to regard these variables as second order
compared with unity. In addition, examination of the
exact imaginary parts above the normal threshold sug-
gests that these polynomials do not grow as one might
expect, but are cancelled out to a large extent. A notable
example of this is that the singularity in s at 4M' which
is suggested by the d ' terms does not seem to be present
in the (correct) discontinuities above the normal thresh-
old. In any case we do not wish to become embroiled in
these details, but simply to observe that to treat these
as second order variables seems to be a justifiable
approximation.

Now, examination of the d—1V invariants (Sec. 4)
shows us that the G invariant is about 20 times as large
as the Ii, K, and 6 invariants, which are all about the
same size.

Our approximation to retain only leading terms can
now be precisely stated. 7Ve will retain only zeroth-order
monomials (constants) in terms which do not involve G,
up to 6rst-order monomials in terms linear in G, and up

to second-order monomials in terms quadratic in G. We
have followed the same procedure with regard to the
deuteron binding energy; o.' is regarded as a second-order
term and is thus handled in the same way as s, g and g.
Note that in 8 & and 8 2 there are only terms of the form
F', FGs, and G's' (or smaller) and none of the form
FG, G', or G's (where F here represents F, X, or d and s
represents s, g, q, or n'). In W3, however, the FG and
G's terms are present. Hence we will retain in 8"~ and
5'2 only terms of the form Ii' FGs, and G's while in
5'3 we will retain F', Il G, and G's. If our approximations
are correct, we would expect 8'3 to be large and domi-
nated by the G terms. This is in fact the case, and we
could have neglected the F' terms in 8'3 without altering
our results significantly.

Hence, to obtain these simplified expressions we intro-
duce g and g fEq. (3.19a)jand make the approximations:

M'—4m' —4n',
&= —(v —n)/~,

C~(1/d') )4m' (rl+ Fj)—2n' j, —
=—( '/" ')L"—8'(~+~)+' (~—~)'j

B=——'(1+8(n+ n)/~ —48(n —0)'/~'),

D—~B,
~C=~M ~2 ~

Substituting these expressions into the equations (85)—
(87) yields

Wl=pc{(F+X)'—(F+X)G(2A/m') —G'(A/8m') (s—4(g+ g) )},

Wan=pc{

—G'(2/Sm') (s—4(g+ q))}+2F~{(F+X)'—(FX+X'+F8+XI+FG(a'/2m')+ GX(u'/2m'))

&& (2+2(g —g)/s) —(FG/32m') (s—16'—Sg —16(rj—g')/s)+ Gg(A/m')

+(GX/32mm)(s —Sg —16g+16(g2—g )/s)+G2(A/Sm4)(s —2(g+g))}, (89)
W —F {—F'(SB+2)+(FG+XG—XF)(16B+2+8(g—0)/s)+ (F&+X&——&') 16B+ (G'/m') B(s—4(g+ 0))}

+P~{2P2+PX(16B+2—8(g—q)/s) —(F8+XI—8')16B},

Finally, one obtains the results (3.22) by forming the
combinations Gc, G~, and Go Lcf. Eq. (1.8)j. However,
retaining only the leading terms means that the com-
binations we form ig. fact are

Wc= Wi —(s/24m') W3,

8"~=8'2,

Wo ——Wi —W2+ W3.

(810)

To maintain our leading term approximation consis-
tently we drop the terms involving G from 8'~ and 5'2
in 8'@, while in 8'|.- we drop from 8'3 the terms in-
volving products of F, 3C, and 5. Finally we emerge
with Eqs. (3.22).

At this point we make a few additional technical
remarks.

First, we would like to point out that the precise form

of the invariants g and S was chosen to make the ex-
pressions (3.22) agree as closely as possible with the
potential theory results (2.23). We have said more about
the significance of this step in Sec. 3 and Appendix C.
At the moment, all we wish to observe is that there is a
slight arbitrariness in our choice of b which is not present
in our choice of F. This is because we may add a number
of terms linear in F, X, and 8 to G (to form g) without

changing the expressions 8"g and 8'~, because terms
of this type have been neglected in t/I/"& and 8'~. Hence
our only way of deciding which combination to take for

g is to examine Go and make this agree as nearly as

possible with the G@ of Sec. 2. But it is impossible to
find any g which will put both expressions in exactly
the same form, and hence it is somewhat arbitrary as to
what g we choose. The g we have chosen LEq. (3.21a)j
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22o( ) as a functionaal ofTheorem. Regard D~ s

ds
1/2 —1/2 ~)g(~)

s', C1)

D22 {g,s, =— — dr/

16a

X[s"—12s' y/

r su ose that}
'

l of f and g. Further supps functiona o aand similarily Do{f,g;

f(r/)dy/= g(n)6=0 (C2)

and 2, g2 such thatNow suppose

s} Do{f2gg2gs M igDc 1)gl)s

C2 . Then it is true that

(C3)

for all s and each paair satisfies (

f =+f g =+g .
tb integratioroo . '

i htforward to show y
'

Proof. It is straig o

(C4)

n by parts tha

) *ll g()+- g(y)gy)iI 2

ds' 1
D2//o{g; s}=-

16a 2 2

1/2 — s 1/2 -1/2)/si/2) } (C5)1/2 -1/2 si/2) P2(2(r/1/2+ 2/ sX((16)'/3){P (2(n'"+e

a l ing (2.11), we obtainol nomia o -oro
'

l f- der n. Now, by applyingwhere P„ isP '
the Legendre po y

Hence

(16)' r
e -( '"+n'")r]l ng(n)+-dr/ exp —

2)

3
g(*)g*)(gg(g) +-

x[ (""/2)+~. ( /X )()s r
' '/' 2 . (C6)

(16)'
D/gg {giy s} Dsr {g2& s}— dy// exp[—(y/'/2+r/'/2)r j

where

2 =0, (C7)x +() -( (""r/2)+)2(s' r/ )1= g

[gi(*)~g2(~) Jd~X*(n)=n(gi+g2)+- gi
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The theorem will be proved for the g's if we can show
that either y+ or x must be zero. This is because x+=0
implies that J'» Lg(x) +gp(x))dx is a solution of a first
order diQ'erential equation which is zero at g=u2 and
hence

Lgg(x) agp(x))dx= 0

and g&(p) = &g&(p). Then an identical but algebracially
simpler argument would give us the result for the f's

To see that x+ or y
—is zero we observe that

and recalling the completeness of the Bessel functions

j&(x) we have immediately

where

a = (u'+ 2KpQp)/2N',

b = (Qp
—%pa)/u'",

c= PTPaP —QP)/2pP

d = (1+Xp/u'") (a'+u'c/E') (Qp/—u'")a,
e= (N p/—u'")d+cp'/u Qp'/—u

+ (Qpa/u'") (1+Np/u'"),

Xp ———(1/2u'~') (u+ m' —M')

Qp ——(1/2u'") (u+p' —m'),
Q'= (1/4u) $u —(m+p)')(u —(m —p)')
1V' = (1/4u) $u (m—+M) ')$u (m—M—)')

APPENDIX E

(D2)

(D3)

dnLexp( —n'"r))x'(n) ALexr (—n'"r))x (~)=0
a

which implies that for either y+ or y

a2
dgfexp( —g'"r))x(g) =0.

Taking successive derivatives at the origin implies

n""x(n)A= o

APPENDIX D

In this Appendix we list the angular integra1 identities
sufficient to obtain the results (4.6) from (4.5).These are

1 2

271 p

~Q= aN+bP,

d&Q =(a b)1V, — (D1)

2

d&Q Q=u'c7 +dlV N+eN~P,
2Ã p

for all integral u. Hence, y(g) =0, and the uniqueness
is proved.

The following errata have been found in Ref. 1:
1. In Eq. (2.1) the sign of the term (ApP —ApP)'/4AP

should be changed to be positive.
2. In the discussion immediately following Eq. (3.3)

the sentence "The variable s, is the cosine of the angle
on which v depends, and the angles are dehned so that
this integration is always in the rest system of the virtual
particle which corresponds to v" should be changed to
read: "The variable s, is the cosine of the angle on which
v depends, and the angles are always de6ned so that
this integration is in the center of mass system of the
a and c particles on which e depends. "

3. In Eq. (3.6) on the right-hand side the v should.
be e'".

4. In Eq. (3.7) a I'p was omitted from the second
term.

5. In Eq. (3.13) the factor (2w)' should be replaced
by 2x2.

6. In Eq. (3.17) the quantity f' g' in the de—nomina-
tor of the arctan should be replaced by f'

~

g'
~

.
7. The theorem in the Appendix is stated too generally

to follow from the proof given. We wish to change it to
a less general form which is sufhcient to include all of
the cases treated in I and in this apper. To this end we
require that f(s) and Lg(s)J"be real analytic functions,
and that there exist no sp such that f(sp) =g(sp) =0. In
addition we require that all sq such that p(s~) = &1 are
real. It can be shown that the cases treated in I (for
suitable choices of M) satisfy these conditions, which are
sufhcient to allow us to conclude that all of the singu-
larities are on the real s axis, and to exclude the trouble-
some special case when g= f=0. Then we may choose
our cuts to lie on the real s axis, and the rest of the
proof given in I follows in a straightforward manner.


